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Imagine you’re drafting an email about a sensitive project when you realize you need to keep

your supervisor in the loop. You decide to Bcc her on the email. Later, the rest of the team finds

out. How does this make them feel?

Email continues to be one of the most common ways people communicate at work — and one of

the most common ways people miscommunicate at work. The Cc and Bcc functions can corrode

trust and cloud intentions. To explore how senders and recipients interpret the use of these tools,

we conducted a series of five experimental studies in which a total of 694 working adults

participated.
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In our first study, we wanted to explore how people perceive the use of Bcc relative to the use of

Cc. We invited working adults (75 females and 41 males; average work experience of 10.75 years)

via the online system Prolific Academic (ProA), which has earned a reputation of providing a high

level of data quality. Participants were presented with either one of two work-related situations

that described a situation in which their coworker sent the participant an email including their

supervisor in either Bcc or Cc. Participants then had to evaluate the work situation presented on a

number of measures. This study revealed that people consider Bcc-ing a supervisor as less moral,

more secretive, and more intimidating than Cc-ing a supervisor.

In a second study, we set out to uncover the reasons people choose to use Bcc in the first place.

With this study, we hoped to understand when people do not view the use of Bcc as immoral or

deceptive — when they’re more likely to use it. In this survey, we mentioned to our participants

(recruited via ProA; 34 females and 24 males; average work experience of 17.38 years) that much

communication in organizations takes place via email. In these email exchanges people

sometimes use the Bcc option. We then asked participants to share what they thought were valid

reasons for people using Bcc. The reason they most frequently cited was “administrative

reasons” (for example, to “update the supervisor in such a way that they know their reply to the

email is not required” or not wanting to “share the contact information of the supervisor and run

the risk that the supervisor will be contacted directly”).

In two subsequent studies (participants were recruited again via ProA), we tested whether these

two “administrative” explanations would soften recipients’ negative perceptions of the sender.

Participants in these two experiments were connected in an online simulation. (Participants

consisted of 91 females and 66 males with an average work experience of 10.94 years in

Experiment 1, and 80 females and 73 males with an average work experience of 12.23 years in

Experiment 2.) Specifically, they were made aware that they would be working in a company that

had three hierarchical levels: employees, middle management, and top management.

Participants were allocated to the employee position. They were informed that they would have

to work on several tasks, which would be explained later by the middle manager. They would

perform these tasks in a team context with two other employees. Before the tasks were

explained, each participant received an email from their coworker (i.e. the sender), which

included the team supervisor in either Bcc or Cc. The results of these two studies showed that the

use of Bcc (compared to the use of the more-transparent Cc function) made recipients evaluate

the sender as less moral — and less fit to be the team leader. Somewhat surprisingly, our results

revealed that when the sender retroactively mentioned either of these two “administrative”

reasons for using Bcc, recipients’ negative perceptions did not soften.

http://www.prolific.ac/
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To be sure, situations do exist where, for the interest of the team or the organization, an email

has to be shared with someone higher up without the other recipients knowing. We conducted a

final study to address situations like these. In this experimental study (recruited via ProA; 90

females and 62 males; average work experience of 10.46 years), we used the same method as in

the other two experiments where we compared the use of Bcc and Cc, but this time we also added

the option of forwarding the email after it has been sent off to other recipients. Our results found

that people significantly prefer forwarding emails to Bcc-ing, and also perceive forwarding emails

to be less harmful, even though recipients continue to perceive the sender as having immoral

intentions.

What are the implications of these findings for organizations and supervisors?

First, these findings clearly underscore the idea that Bcc-ing the supervisor is best avoided. Our

studies also convincingly demonstrate that attempting to justify the use of Bcc does not improve

the negative impressions associated with it. Our findings indeed revealed that the primary reason

why the Bcc-option is so looked down upon is the fact that recipients perceive the sender as

having immoral intentions and being willing to harm their interests.

While Cc-ing the supervisor is a more acceptable communication strategy than the use of the

Bcc-option, it can still elicit uncomfortable and negative feelings. Earlier research by one of us

demonstrated that when employees work together on a common project, Cc-ing the supervisor

sends a threatening signal to coworkers, undermining the trust within teams.

Forwarding emails is a common practice for many of us and may present a solution to the Bcc

problem. We did find that forwarding an email to a supervisor is generally more acceptable than

Bcc-ing the supervisor at the outset. But, as our results show, forwarding introduces its own set

of issues and is not a flawless method.

An effective solution could be to rewrite an email to personally address a team supervisor. Such

an email could be framed as an update and would achieve the administrative goals of Bcc-ing — to

keep the supervisor up to date — without alienating the rest of the team.
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